
 

Sunday, April 5, 2020 

Names highlighted in red are church members. To submit or update a prayer request call the church office or email pinckardchurch@aol.com. The 
prayer list appears on our church website. If you do not want your name posted on our website, call 873.6260 or email pinckardchurch@aol.com. 

 

Pray for... 
*Amanda Burke 
*Barbara Lewis-Stage 4 brain cancer 
*Beatrice Morton- prayers for healing 
* Bill Scales 
*Bill Todd- in hospital 
*Bob Laudreth- in hospital 
*Callie Qualls- friends’ uncle has cancer 
*Daris McCoun- health needs 
* Darlene Drayer- breast cancer  
* Dan Williams - health issue  
* David Gentry-Change to second knee, Replacement on 
the same knee, inflammation. 
* Donald Witt – possible cancer 
* Doug Sester – needs kidney transplant (Mae Thomas’ 
   brother) 
*Holland- cancer 
*Jane Prater- good results from colonoscopy  
*JB Stratton- health 
* Jessica Coleman - battling cancer 
* John James – friend of Virginia Lloyd 
* Joyce Watts  
* Joyce Willoughby - brain cancer (Virginia’s cousin) 
*Julia Brashear- Sisters Elaine Champagne and Nancy 
Calhoun, medical need 
*Kari Means- USAF in Biloxi, MS until July 
*Kathy James- recovery from hip replacement 
* Kenton Grider – having trouble with cochlear implant 
* Kim Daniel - Cancer Lynn Damron’s niece 
* Libby Ambrose (friend of Mike & Kathy James) 
*Lonnie Williams- diagnosed with stage 4 liver cancer 
* Lucy Beauman-eight year-old with leukemia 
*Luke Lewis- lung and kidney issues 
*Lydia Kantner- 9 month old with meningitis  
* Peggy Slugantz – knee surgery  
* Steve Slugantz-continued recovery from arm surgeries 
* Ron Smith – in California for cancer treatments, not 
doing well 
* Shirley Tackett- Cyber Knife Treatment, Virginia 
Lloyd’s sister. 
*Harold Tracy- passing away of wife Tensie Tracy 
* Marvin Robinson- Prostate Cancer 

* Melody Ring – pray for health & diagnoses on hip 
injury 
* Susan Castle (Tommy’s sister) 
* Tommy Castle- friend Gary Terry has cancer 
*Tommy Castle- cancer 
*Virginia Lloyd- battling cancer 
 
Kingdom Prayers... 
* Our Top Five prayer lists 
 
Continue to Pray for... 
* Bobby Morton – Bea Morton’s brother, cancer 
* Charles Moreland – Sue Harris’ brother 
* J.B. Stratton 
* Jean and Donald Cornish 
* Shelby Alexander 
*Everyone affected by Coronavirus 
*Wisdom for President 
 
 
nursing homes & our shut-ins... 
* Diane Hoskins 
* Imogene Castle 
* Lena Wade 
* Ron Marsee – Thomson Hood Veteran Center, Rm. 211  
* Ronnie Eaves  
* Ruth Murphy – The Willows at Fritz Farm 
 
announCements 
 
Remember Unspoken Request 
Remember those that lost loved ones recently 
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